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WAIT, WHAT IS AI ?



The Beginning of the End ?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51jM9ce51aw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdH4xQD5LG8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51jM9ce51aw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdH4xQD5LG8
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Artificial Intelligence



AI Types



Machine Learning



AI Trends 



INSURTECH



Data is Not New to the Game 

“Actuaries are essentially data scientists with extensive insurance
knowledge. Both professions use data to make informed decisions about
the future. Actuaries in practice use a variety of tables, models, and theory.
All made more efficient with growing technology.”



The Challenges
Intense Competition: The insurance industry is highly competitive, with numerous companies competing for 
market share. Challenging for insurers to differentiate themselves and stand out in the market.

Increasing Regulatory Requirements: Insurance companies are subject to a wide range of regulations that 
govern their operations. Compliance with these regulations can be time-consuming and expensive.

Evolving Customer Expectations: As consumers are tech-savvy, digital and connected, their expectations are 
changing to offer online and mobile access to policies, claims processing, and other services.

Rising Costs: The cost of insurance claims is rising due to several factors, including increasing healthcare costs, 
higher car repair costs, and more severe weather events.

Cybersecurity Threats: store a significant amount of sensitive data, making them attractive targets for 
cybercriminals: data breaches, which can damage an insurer's reputation and lead to costly lawsuits.

Climate Change: Climate change is leading to more frequent and severe natural disasters, which are driving up 
insurance claims and premiums.



A word on Fraud Detection
AI can be used to identify patterns of fraudulent behavior and flag suspicious claims. 
This can help insurers reduce losses due to fraud, resulting in lower costs.



Underwriting is an essential part of the insurance through which insurers assess risk 
and determine premiums to accept it. Evaluating and pricing risk requires extensive 
research on the risk profile of the customer. Consequently, manual underwriting is time-
consuming, prone to errors, and can lead to inefficient pricing. 

Core Challenges

Streamlined Claim Process: Processing claims is a complicated process. 
Agents are required to assess various policies and comprehend them with every detail 
to determine how much the customer will receive for the claim. There are many steps 
that are repetitive and standard tasks to be performed. Machine learning in insurance 
can take up such automated tasks to reduce errors and the time taken to process the 
claim.



The Solutions
Embrace Technology: invest in technology solutions to improve their customer experience, streamline processes, 
and reduce costs. For example, use  use data analytics and AI.

Focus on Differentiation: by offering unique products and services that meet the evolving needs of their customers. 
For example, they can offer flexible policies that allow customers to customize coverage to their needs.

Emphasize Compliance: to avoid costly fines and penalties. They can accomplish this by investing in compliance 
management systems, training employees on regulatory requirements.

Address Rising Costs: The cost of insurance claims is rising due to several factors, including increasing healthcare 
costs, higher car repair costs, and more severe weather events.

Strengthen Cybersecurity: implementing robust security measures, such as firewalls, encryption, and multi-factor 
authentication. 

Address Climate Change: by investing in risk mitigation strategies and developing new products that address 
emerging risks. They can also work with regulators, policymakers, and stakeholders to address the underlying causes.



Impact of AI on Future of Insurance



The Impact of AI



The Applications

Fraud Detection: Artificial intelligence (AI) plays a key role in insurance scam detection by detecting false claims or false 
pricing quotations . As a result, insurers can achieve an efficient and effective claims management system. Insurance AI and ML 
algorithms can analyse huge amounts of data rapidly to find patterns and spot anomalies that don’t fit the patterns.

For example , in MENA JoClaims has proved around 25% claims costs savings in 6 insurance companies in Jordan by 
implementing their technology and machine learning, and save between 25% and 35% of motor claims costs.

Streamlining Process: Health insurance, Property instance and Automobile industry has benefited a lot from 
implementing AI. Insurance companies use an AI-based system to assess damage from motor vehicle accidents and speed up 
customers’ insurance claims. The support team can predict whether a car is a total loss following an accident, and by mitigating
the need to tow the vehicle to a garage for assessment, can reduce claims processing times from weeks to days.

Precision: AI is the right fit for underwriting and risk pricing processes as it helps to estimate the correct premium price 
based on AI algorithms . 



Benefits of AI in Insurance Industry 



LANDSCAPE



Insurtech Market Map(s)



MENA Insurtech Market Map



Business Case: Tractable vs JoClaims

! Prices for a limited number of spare 
parts, and only new spare parts.

! Can detect the damage but does not 
streamline and automate the claim 
process.

! Still needs human to interact with the 
insurance company.

! Limited number of suppliers and 
parts in their database.

! Provide pricing for new, used and aftermarket spare 
parts.

! The largest interconnected network of suppliers across 
in Jordan, expanding to other GCC countries.

! The AI model can detect damages and price in real-
time based on the most recent price, built on a unique 
database.

! Streamlined process for full claim cycle, taking the 
insurance and most of the human input out of the 
process.

! Optimize customer experience by enabling the 
customer to head to the bodyshop without visiting the 
insurance company.



JoClaims Achievements 



SO WHAT ?



Strategy



Economic
Value



Get smart on AI
! The shifts in the industry will be tech-focused but it’s on the board members and customer-

experience teams to address this and invest the time and resources to build a deep understanding of
these AI-related technologies.

! Exploring hypothesis-driven scenarios in order to understand and highlight where and when
disruption might occur—and what it means for certain business lines.

! Pilots and proof-of-concept (POC) projects should be designed to test not just how a technology
works but also how successful the carrier might be operating in a particular role within a data- or IoT-
based ecosystem.

Have a Plan
! Decide how to use technology to support their business strategy, a long-term strategic plan will

require a multiyear transformation that touches operations, talent, and technology.
! Starting their own venture-capital arms, acquiring promising insurtech companies, and forging

partnerships with leading academic institutions.
! Develop strategic responses to coming macrolevel changes: shift toward a “predict and prevent”

methodology, asks to rethink their customer engagement and branding, product design, and core
earnings.

Get Future Ready



Have a Data Strategy
! Identify, quantify, place, and manage risk is all predicated on the volume and quality of data: develop a 

well-structured and actionable strategy with regard to both internal and external data. 
! The real challenge will be gaining access in a cost-efficient way, data strategy will need to include a variety 

of ways to obtain and secure access to external data, and combine this data with internal sources. 
! Have a multifaceted procurement strategy that could include the direct acquisition of data assets and 

providers, licensing of data sources, use of data APIs, and partnerships with data brokers.

Know How + Technology = Win
! The insurance organization of the future will require talent with the right mindsets and skills, workers will be 

in increasingly high demand and must possess a unique mix of being technologically adept, creative, and 
willing to work at something that will not be a static process but rather a mix of semiautomated and 
machine-supported tasks that continually evolve. 

! Developing an aggressive strategy to attract, cultivate, and retain a variety of workers with critical skill sets: 
data engineers, data scientists, technologists, cloud computing specialists, and experience designers. 

! The IT architecture of the future will also be radically different from today’s, with a migration to a more 
future-forward technology stack that can support a two-speed IT architecture.

Get Future Ready



Need help with your AI 
or Data Strategy ?

Want to learn more about 
AI or Data Strategy ?

Use code:
AQABA2023

To get 50% off your copy.

Or visit: bit.ly/databookaqaba

Get The Book 
NOW!

http://bit.ly/databookaqaba


www.impactfundry.com

+44 7554021868

bd@impactfundry.com

Need help with your AI 
or Data Strategy ?

Want to learn more about 
AI or Data Strategy ?

www.tesseract.academy
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memberships@thetesseractacademy.com
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AQABA2023

To get 25% off your yearly membership.
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